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Abstract. One of a business system’s important roles is to provide a
representation of a Universe of Discourse, which reflects its structure and
behaviour. An equally important function of the system is to support
communication within an organisation by structuring and co-ordinating the
actions performed by the organisations agents. These two roles of a business
system may be represented in terms of business and process models, i.e. the
separation of the declarative economic aspects from the procedural control flow
aspects of the system. Although this separation of concerns has many
advantages, the differences in representation techniques and focus of the two
model types constitutes a problem in itself.
The main contribution of this paper is a unified framework to facilitate the
analysis and integration of business models and process models in e-Commerce
in a systematic way. The approach suggested bridges the gap between the
declarative and social/economic aspects of a business model and the procedural
and communicative aspects of a process model. We illustrate how our approach
can be used to facilitate integration, process specification, process pattern
interpretation and choreography.
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Introduction

Agent-oriented concepts have recently been applied to the area of information
systems design. One of the most promising applications of agent-orientation could be
in the development of e-Commerce systems. In e-Commerce, systems design is based
on two fundamental types of models, business models and process models. A business
model is concerned with value exchanges among business partners [10], while a
process model focuses on operational and procedural aspects of business
communication. Thus, a business model defines the what in an e-Commerce system,
while a process model defines the how. This means that the process of designing eCommerce systems consists of two main phases. First, a business requirement capture
phase focusing on value exchanges, and secondly, a phase focused on operational and
procedural realisation.
In the business requirement capture phase, coarse-grained views of business
activities as well as their relationships and arrangements in business collaborations are

represented by means of business model constructs at an abstract level. In contrast,
the specification of a process model deals with more fine-grained views of business
transactions, their relationships and choreography in business collaborations.
Although the two phases in e-Commerce design, and their related models, have
different focuses, there is clearly a need for integrating them. A unified framework
covering coarse-grained business modelling views to fine-grained process
specification views provides several benefits. It can be used for supporting different
user views of the system being designed, and it can form the basis of a precise
understanding of modelling views and their inter-relationships. It can also provide a
basis for design guidelines that can assist in developing process models.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a framework integrating the contents of
business models and process models. The framework is based on agent-oriented
concepts, like agent, commitment, event, action, etc., [18]. We use ebXML [8] and
UMM [3] as the basis of our framework, more specifically the UMM Business
Requirements View (BRV) for business models and the UMM Business Transaction
View (BTV) for process models. UMM BRV already includes a number of agentoriented concepts, which we extend by adding a number of constructs for bridging
business and process models, in particular speech acts. The work presented in this
paper builds on [4], where Speech Act Theory (SAT)[17] and the language/action
approach [6], are used for analysing processes, as well as for clarifying the
relationships between agents in business and process models.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related
research and introduces informally the basic concepts of the proposed framework.
Section 3 introduces the UMM BRV and BTV. Section 4 contains the main
contribution of the paper and presents the integrated framework. Section 5 illustrates
two applications of the introduced framework, and the analysis and design of business
process patterns. Section 6 introduces rules for governing the choreography of
transactions and collaborations. Section 7, finally, concludes the paper and discusses
the results.
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Basic Concepts and Related Research

A starting point for understanding the relationships between business models and
process models is the observation that a person can carry out several different actions
by performing one single physical act. An everyday example could be a person who
turns on the water sprinkler and thereby both waters the lawn and fulfils the promise
to take care of the garden – one physical act (turning on the sprinkler), which can be
viewed as “carrying” two other actions (watering the lawn and fulfilling a promise).
Relationships like these are particularly common for communicative actions, which
are carried out by means of physical actions. One way to look at the role of
communicative actions and their relationships to other actions is to view human
actions as taking place in three different domains:
* The physical domain. In this domain, people carry out physical actions – they
utter sounds, wave their hands, send electronic messages, etc.
* The communicative domain. In this domain, people express their intentions and
feelings. They tell other people what they know, and they try to influence the
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behaviour of other actors by communicating with them. People perform such
communicative actions by performing actions in the physical domain.
* The social/institutional domain. In this domain, people change the social and
institutional relationships among them. For example, people become married or
they acquire possession of property. People change social and institutional
relationships by performing actions in the communicative domain.
Using this division, business models can be seen as describing the social/institutional
domain, in particular economic relationships and actions like ownership and resource
transfers. Process models, on the other hand, describe the communicative domain, in
particular how people establish and fulfil obligations.
The three-fold division above is based on an agent-oriented approach to
information systems design, [19], [20]. A key assumption of this approach is that an
enterprise can be viewed as a set of co-operating agents that establish, modify, cancel
and fulfil commitments and contracts [7]. In carrying out these activities, agents rely
on so called speech acts, which are actions that change the universe of discourse when
a speaker utters it and a recipient grasps it. A speech act may be oral as well as
written, or even expressed via some other communication form such as sign language.
The feasibility of speech act theory for electronic communication systems is
supported by several researchers, see [16] for a review. The work reported on in this
paper differs from these approaches since it uses SAT for analysing and integrating
different modelling domains in e-Commerce, rather than facilitating electronic
message handling per se.
One of the pioneers in the development of a theory of speech acts is John Searle,
[17], who introduced a taxonomy of five different kinds of speech acts: assertive,
directive, commissive, expressive, and declarative, also called illocutionary points.
An assertive is a speech act the purpose of which is to convey information about
some state of affairs of the world from one agent, the speaker, to another, the hearer.
For example, the utterance “The father of speech act theory was Austin”. A
commissive is a speech act, the purpose of which is to commit the speaker to carry out
some action or to bring about some state of affairs. An example is the utterance “I will
complete and submit the paper to AOIS03”. A directive is a speech act, where the
speaker requests the hearer to carry out some action or to bring about some state of
affairs, e.g. “You should complete and submit the paper to AOIS03”. A declarative is
a speech act, where the speaker brings about some state of affairs by the mere
performance of the speech act. An example is the establishment of accepted papers,
e.g. “Paper no 23 is accepted”. Finally, an expressive is a speech act, the purpose of
which is to express the speaker’s attitude to some state of affairs, e.g. “I like the ideas
presented in this paper”.
In addition to its illocutionary point, a speech act also has a propositional content.
For instance, the speech acts “I hereby pronounce you husband and wife” and “You
are hereby divorced”, which are both declaratives, have different propositional
contents. Furthermore, speech acts with different illocutionary points may have one
and the same propositional content, which is the case with the examples for the
directive and commissive speech acts given above. A speech act is often viewed as
consisting of two parts, its propositional content and its illocutionary force. The
illocutionary force is the illocutionary point together with the manner (for example
ordering, asking, begging) in which the speech act is performed and the context in
which it occurs.
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UMM Business and Process Models – BRV and BTV

The Resource-Event-Agent (REA) [15] framework has recently been applied in the
UN/CEFACT Modelling Methodology (UMM) for business process modelling [3].
The scope of UMM is to provide a procedure for specifying, in a technology-neutral
and implementation-independent manner business processes involving information
exchange. In UMM, a number of meta-models are defined to support an incremental
model development and to provide different levels of specification granularity.
• A business meta-model, called the Business Operations Map (BOM) partitions
business processes into business areas and business categories.
• A requirements meta-model, called the Business Requirements View (BRV)
specifies business processes and business collaborations.
• An analysis meta-model, called the Business Transaction View (BTV) captures
the semantics of business information entities and their flow of exchange between
business partners as they perform business activities.
• A design meta-model, called the Business Service View (BSV) models the
network components services and agents and their message (information)
exchange.
The two meta-models relevant for our work are BRV and BTV (see [Fig. 1]) and we
describe them briefly in the following sub sections.
3.1

Business Requirements View

As it is based on REA, BRV models EconomicEvents, the Resources transferred
through the EconomicEvents, and the Agents, here called Partners between whom the
Economic Events are performed. An EconomicEvent is the transfer of control of a
Resource from one Partner to another. Each EconomicEvent has a counterpart, i.e. the
EconomicEvent that is performed in return and realising an exchange. For instance the
counter part of a goods transfer economic event could be a payment, i.e. a transfer of
money economic event. This connection between two economic events is modelled
through the relationship duality. Furthermore, an EconomicEvent fulfils an Economic
Commitment. An EconomicCommitment can be seen as the result of a commissive
speech act and is intended to model an obligation for the performance of an Economic
Event. The duality between EconomicEvents is inherited into the Economic
Commitments, where it is represented by the relationship reciprocal.
In order to represent collections of related commitments, the concept of Economic
Contract is used. A Contract is an aggregation of two or more reciprocal Economic
Commitments. An example of a Contract is a purchase order composed of one or more
order lines, each one representing a corresponding EconomicCommitment in the
contract. The product type specified in each line is the Resource Type that is the
subject for the EconomicCommitment. EconomicContracts are often made within the
boundaries of different Agreements. An Agreement is an arrangement between two
Partners that specifies the conditions under which they will trade.
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3.2

Business Transaction View

The Business Transaction View (BTV) specifies the flow of business information
between business roles as they perform business activities. A BusinessTransaction is
a unit of work through which information and signals are exchanged (in agreed
format, sequence and time interval) between two business partners. These information
exchange chunks, called BusinessActions, are either Requesting Business Activities or
Responding Business Activities (depending on whether they are performed by a
Partner Role who is requesting a business service or whether they are the response to
such a request). A transaction completes when all the interactions within it succeed,
otherwise it is rolled back. Furthermore, the flow between different Business
Transactions can be choreographed through BusinessCollaborationProtocols.
Business Collaboration Protocols should be used in cases where transaction rollback is
inappropriate. For example, a buying partner requests a purchase order by a selling
partner and the selling partner accepts the order but he does it only partially.
Accepting the order completes the transaction (i.e., the transaction can not longer be
rolled back). However, the behaviour following after the partial acceptance, i.e. the
delivery of the accepted parts, differs from the behaviour of accepting an order in its
whole which would imply the delivery of all products specified in the order.
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Fig. 1 UMM Business Requirement and Business Transaction Views
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An Agent-oriented Integration Framework

In terms of the three domains introduced in Section 2, UMM explicitly addresses only
the physical and the social/institutional domains. The physical domain is modelled
through classes like BusinessTransaction and BusinessAction, while the
social/institutional domain is modelled through EconomicCommitment, Economic-
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Event, and other classes. The details of the communicative domain, however, are not

explicitly modelled. This state of affairs causes two main problems. First, the
relationship between the physical and the social/institutional domains is very coarsely
modelled; essentially the UMM only states that a completed collaboration may
influence objects in the social/institutional world, but it does not tell how the
components of a collaboration affect the social/institutional objects. Secondly, there is
no structured or systematic way of specifying how events in the physical domain
influence the social/institutional domain. These problems can be overcome by
introducing the communicative domain as an additional layer in the UMM, thereby
creating a bridge between the physical and social/institutional domains.
As a preparation to modelling the communicative domain, a minor modification to
UMM BRV is made, see [Fig. 2]. A class EconomicEffect is introduced as a
superclass of EconomicCommitment, Agreement, and EconomicEvent.
The power type [14] of EconomicEffect, called EconomicEffectType, is also added
for the purpose of differentiating between the modelling of concrete, tangible objects
in a domain, and the abstract characteristic categories of these objects.
These modifications will allow for a more concise representation of the effects (as
well as the characteristics of the effects) of communicative actions. In addition to
these changes, the classes BusinessActionEnactment and BusinessTransactionEnactment are added. These represent the actual execution of a business action or business
transaction, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Extended Business Requirement View

The basic notions introduced for modelling the communicative domain are those of
a pragmatic action and its execution, i.e. PragmaticAction and PragmaticActionEnactment, see Fig. 2. A pragmatic action is a speech act as introduced in Section 2.
It consists of three parts, denoted as a triple:
<Illocution, Action, EffectType>
Intuitively, these components of a pragmatic action mean the following:
• EffectType specifies an EconomicEffectType, i.e. it tells what kind of object the
pragmatic action may affect
• Action is the type of action to be applied – create, change, or cancel
• Illocution specifies the illocutionary force of the pragmatic action, i.e. it tells
what intention the actor has to the Action on the EffectType
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Formally, Intention and Action are defined through enumeration:
Action = {create, change, cancel, none}
Illocution = {propose, accept, reject, declare, query, reply, assert}
The meanings of the illocutions are as follows:
propose – someone proposes to create, change, or cancel an object
accept – someone accepts a previous proposal
reject – someone rejects a previous proposal
declare – someone unilaterally creates, changes, or cancels an object
query – someone asks for information
reply – someone replies to a previous query
assert – someone makes a statement about one or several objects
For ‘query’, ‘reply’, and ‘assert’, there is no relevant Action involved, so only the
“dummy” ‘none’ can be used.
The class PragmaticActionEnactment is used to represent the actual executions of
pragmatic actions. A PragmaticActionEnactment specifies a PragmaticAction as well
as an EconomicEffect, i.e. the agreement, commitment, or economic event to be
affected. Some examples of PragmaticActions are:
“Query status of a sales order” would be modelled as <query, none, salesOrder>
“Request purchase order” would be modelled as <propose, create, purchaseOrder>,
where ‘salesOrder’ and ‘purchaseOrder’ are EconomicEffectTypes
4.1

Integrated view of process and business models

The glue between the physical domain and the communicative domain is made up by
the associations between the classes BusinessAction and PragmaticAction, and
BusinessActionEnactment and PragmaticActionEnactment. These associations express
that a business action can carry one or more pragmatic actions, i.e. by performing a
business action, an actor simultaneously performs one or several pragmatic actions.
Often, only one pragmatic action is performed, but in some cases several can be
performed, e.g. when creating a commitment and its contract at the same time.
The global integrated view of BRV and BTV is shown graphically in Fig. 3. The
original BTV-parts are grouped within a checked area boundary, BRV-parts are
grouped within a dashed area and the new parts introduced in this chapter are depicted
in the white area.

5

Application/Analysis of Transaction and Collaboration Patterns

In this section, a number of applications of the proposed framework with respect to
business modelling patterns are introduced. A pattern is a description of a problem, its
solution, when to apply the solution, and how to apply the solution in new contexts
[12]. First, we discuss how the framework can be used for analysing the semantics of
UMM business transaction patterns. Secondly, different collaboration patterns for
incremental development are suggested. Finally, we outline a number of rules for
governing the choreography, i.e. the ordering of business transactions and collaborations.
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5.1

Analysing UMM Business Transaction Patterns

UN/CEFACT has defined a number of business transaction patterns as part of UMM
with the intention of providing an established semantics of frequently occurring
business interactions. Below, we list and define a number of these patterns and show
how they can be understood based on the framework introduced in the previous
section.
Design patterns are defined as “descriptions of communicating objects and classes
that are customised to solve a general design problem in a particular context” [9]. We
will adopt this definition to the UMM transaction patterns and view a transaction
pattern as a re-usable template of exactly one pair of a Requesting and Responding
Business Activity customised to encode the intentions and effects of a business
interaction in a certain context.
Definition: A transaction pattern (TP) is an activity diagram with two states
designating the Requesting and Responding Business Activity. Every other state is an
end state. All state transitions are represented and labelled by one or several pragmatic
actions, each carried by the Requesting and Responding Business Activity, see [Fig.
4]-[Fig. 5] and [Table 1] below.
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TP

Definition

Analysis

Commercial
(Offer/
Accept)

“This design pattern is best used to model
the ‘offer and acceptance’ business
transaction process that results in a residual
obligation between both parties to fulfil the
terms of the contract. The pattern specifies
an originating business activity sending a
business document to a responding business
activity that may return a business signal or
business document as the last responding
message.” [3].
“The query/response design pattern
specifies a query for information that a
responding partner already has e.g. against
fixed data set that resides in a database. The
response comprises zero or more results
each of which meets the constraining
criterion in the query.” [3].
“The request/response activity pattern shall
be used for business contracts when an
initiating partner requests information that a
responding partner already has and when
the request for business information
requires a complex interdependent set of
results.” [3].
“The request/confirm activity pattern shall
be used for business contracts when an
initiating partner requests confirmation
about their status with respect to previously
established contracts or with respect to a
responding partner’s business rules.” [3].
“This pattern specifies the exchange of a
requesting business document and the
return of an acknowledgement of receipt
signal. The pattern is used to model an
informal information exchange business
transaction that therefore has no
nonrepudiation requirements.” [3].
“This pattern specifies the exchange of a
requesting business document and the
return of an acknowledgement of receipt
signal. The pattern is used to model a
formal information exchange business
transaction that therefore has nonrepudiation requirements.” [3].
The fulfilment pattern specifies the
completion of an Economic Event [Fig. 4].

Request
<Propose,Create,aContract>

Query/
Response

Request/
Response

Request/
Confirm

Information
Distribution

Notification

Fulfilment

1

2

Response
<Accept,Create,aContract> or
<Reject,Create,aContract>

Request
<Query,None,anEffectType>
Response
<Reply,None,anEffectType>
Request
<Query,None,anEffectType>
Response
<Reply,None,anEffectType>1
Request
<Query,None,aCommittment/aContract>
Response
<Reply,None,aCommitment/aContract
>
Request
<Assert,None,anEffectType>
Response
Carries no pragmatic action
Request
<Declare,Create,aCommitment/aContract>
Response
Carries no pragmatic action 2.
Request
<Declare,Create,anEconomicEvent>
Response
<Accept,Create,anEconomicEvent> or
<Reject,Create,anEconomicEvent>

Note that the analysis fails to make a distinction between the query/response and the request/response
patterns; the reason for this is that the difference between the patterns does not reside in different
business effects but in different ways of computing the responses.
The motivation for this analysis is that a notification results in a binding specification of business
conditions for the initiating partner and, thus, in a (partial) agreement.
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TP

Definition

Analysis

Contract
Proposal

The Contract Proposal Transaction Pattern
is a variation of the aforementioned OfferAccept transaction pattern where the
Partners does not have to make their
assertions of intentions legally
binding.[Fig.4]
The Bilateral Cancellation transaction
pattern refer to the bilateral cancellation of
an Economic Contract or to Commitment(s)
within an Economic Contract. See left part
of [Fig. 5].

Request
<Propose,None,aContract>

Bilateral
Cancellation

Unilateral
Cancellation

The Unilateral Cancellation transaction
pattern refers to the unilateral cancellation
of an Economic Contract or to
Commitment(s) within an Economic
Contract. See right part of [Fig. 5].

Response
<Accept,None,aContract> or
<Reject,None,aContract>
Request
<Propose,Cancel,aContract/aCommit
ment>
Response
<Accept,Cancel,aContract/aCommitment> or
<Reject,Cancel,aContract/aCommitment>
Request
<Declare,Cancel,aContract/aCommitment>
Response
Carries no pragmatic action

Table 1 Analysis of transaction patterns in terms of pragmatic actions
The analysis suggests one way to interpret the definitions of the UMM transaction
patterns, but it does not make any claims to be the final, “correct” interpretation of
these definitions. This is not an achievable goal as the definitions are only formulated
in natural language, sometimes quite vaguely. The value of the analysis is that it
provides explicit interpretations that can be judged for their validity, and thereby can
help in formulating more precise and unambiguous definitions of the patterns.
Another use of the analysis is to suggest additional patterns than those already
present in UMM. The Fulfilment, ContractProposal,, Bilateral and Unilateral
Cancellations (from [Table 1]) are obvious candidates for business transaction
patterns.
Contract Proposal Transaction Pattern

FulFillment Transaction Pattern
Initiating Agent

Responding Agent

"Ready to sign"

Fig. 4 Fulfilment and Contract Proposal Transaction Patterns
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5.2 Collaboration Patterns
A Business Collaboration Pattern defines the orchestration of activities between
partners by defining a set of BusinessTransactions patterns and/or more basic
collaboration patterns plus the rules for transitioning from one transaction/collaboration to another [1]. The significance of a Business Collaboration Pattern is to serve as
a predefined template in that it encodes business rules and business structure
according to well-established good practices.
In UMM, some business logic in the collaboration patterns are, however, modelled
on a programmatic level via instantiated parameters, e.g. as in the case of parameter
‘isLegallyBinding’, which takes two values, ‘on’ and ‘off’, distinguishing for instance
between the real world concepts of proposal and offering of a contract. From a business modelling perspective this is difficult and cumbersome. Our analysis of the patterns make business intentions and effects explicit, i.e. present in the business model
in their own right, in contrast to present in the encoding of the business model only.
Another problem with the UMM collaboration patterns is that their complexity
increases dramatically as new patterns are assembled from basic patterns, making the
resulting activity diagrams hard to understand. To overcome this difficulty we use a
layered approach where the transaction patterns constitute nodes in the activity
diagram of the collaboration patterns. In this way the internal interactions between
business partners within a transaction are modelled in a set of well-defined transaction
patterns. In the collaboration pattern this complexity is hidden, and only the outcome
of the transaction pattern taken into consideration.
Definition: A collaboration pattern is a state chart over Transaction and Collaboration
pattern(s). A collaboration pattern has exactly two end states representing success or
failure of the collaboration respectively.
5.2.1

Fulfilment Collaboration Pattern

Definition: The fulfilment collaboration pattern specifies relevant transaction patterns
(see Fig. 6) and the rules for transitioning among these within the completion of an
EconomicEvent. The pattern is assembled from the Fulfilment and Unilateral
Cancellation transaction patterns defined in the previous section.
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Fulfillment Collaboration Pattern
Reject

<<Transaction Pattern>>
Fulfillment

Reject

Accept

<<Transaction Pattern>>
Unilateral Cancellation
Cancel

Success

Faliure

Fig. 6 Fulfilment Collaboration Pattern

5.2.2
Contract Proposal and Contract Offer Collaboration Patterns
Two basic collaboration patterns for business negotiation for contract formation are
given in the Proposal and Offer collaboration patterns [3]. The Proposal collaboration
pattern models the non-legally binding negotiation phase in a contract formation
whereas the Offer collaboration pattern expresses the formal creation phase of a
contract, see Fig. 7. These patterns are assembled from the Contract proposal
transaction pattern and Commercial transaction pattern (described in Section 5.1)
respectively.
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(= C ounter P roposal)

A ccept

R eject

C ontract form ed

F aliure

R eject+ S W IT C H
(= C ounter O ffer)

Faliure

Fig. 7 Contract Proposal and Contract Offer Collaboration patterns

The two recursive paths when a contract offer/proposal has been rejected have a
natural correspondence in the business concepts ‘Counter Offer’ and ‘Bidding’ (or
‘Auctioning’) respectively. ‘Counter Offer’ refers to the switch of roles between
agents, i.e. when the responding agent has rejected the requesting agents offer, the
former makes an offer of her own. ‘Bidding’ is modelled via the other transition from
the decision activity, i.e. when the Responding Business Activity has turned down a
contract offer, the Requesting Activity immediately initiates a new Transaction with a
new (changed) offer for contract.
5.2.3
Composite Collaborations
More complex modelling and assembly of commitments, contracts and fulfilments are
expressed in the example patterns found in [1]:
• Business Negotiation pattern
• Order-Fulfilment-Settlement pattern
• Long-term contract pattern with periodic releases
• Escalating commitments pattern
• Customer order direct delivery pattern
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We will apply our framework for analysing the first collaboration pattern in the list
above: the Business Negotiation pattern. This pattern is composed of, in turn, the
previously defined transaction patterns: Query-Response transaction pattern, Contract
Proposal and Commercial transaction patterns.
Reply

Contract Fulfillment Collaboration Pattern

Reply+SWITCH

<<Transaction Pattern>>
Query/Response
Re
ply

Reply+SWITCH
Reject
(=Counter Proposal)
(=Bidding
/Auctioning) <<Transaction Pattern>>
Contract Proposal
Reject
Accept
(=Ready to sign)
ct
Reje
Contract
Failed
Reject+
<<Transaction Pattern>> SWITCH
Commercial
Reject
Accept

Contract Offer
Collaboration

Contract Proposal
Collaboration

Query/Response
Collaboration

Business Negotiation Collaboration Pattern

<<Collaboration Pattern>>
BUsiness Negotiation
Contract
Failed
Fulfillment
Contract Signed
Failed
Failed
<<Collaboration Pattern>>
Fulfillment
Contract Fulfilled

Contract
Formed

Contract Formed

Fig. 8 Business Negotiation and Contract Fulfilment Collaboration Patters

An example collaboration pattern composed of collaboration patterns only is also
given in right part of the Fig. 8.

6 Modelling with Patterns - Governing the Choreography of
Transactions and Collaborations
Patterns evolve from structures and/or interactions that occur frequently in a certain
context or domain. An issue is how to combine the patterns, i.e. how to avoid
combining them in an incorrect way that diminishes their usefulness in solving
problems. In this section, we propose rules governing the choreography, i.e. the
sequencing of business transactions and business collaborations.
6.1

Ordering of Transactions

When a designer constructs a choreography for a collaboration, it is helpful to
consider the dependencies that exist among the transactions of the collaboration. Two
kinds of dependencies occur across many domains: trust dependencies [11] and flow
dependencies [13].
A trust dependency is an ordered pair of transactions <A, B>, which expresses that
A has to be performed before B as a consequence of limited trust between the initiator
and the responder. As an example, it is possible to require that a product be paid
before it can be delivered.
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A flow dependency is an ordered pair of transactions <A, B>, which expresses that
A has to be performed before B because the Economic Resources obtained in A are
needed for carrying out B.
We now define two partial orders, Flow and Trust, whose members are ordered
pairs of BusinessTransactions between whom a trust or flow dependency holds.
Furthermore a BusinessTransaction is classified according to the Economic
EffectType of the pragmatic action it targets, i.e. the EconomicContract, EconomicCommitment, or EconomicEvent to be affected. Fulfilment transactions targets
EconomicEvents, commitment transactions targets EconomicCommitments and
contract transactions target EconomicContracts. Cancellation transactions refer to all
types of pragmatic actions, where the Action is of type ‘Cancel’. The signatures of the
partial orders are given below where Ful, Com, Ctr and Can refer to the sets of
fulfilment, commitment, contract, and cancellation transactions, respectively.
Trust is a partial order over {Ful ∪ Com ∪ Ctr} X {Ful ∪ Com ∪ Ctr}.
Flow is a partial order over Ful X Ful.
A set of rules that govern the orchestration of activities (as defined of a pair of
Requesting/Responding Business Activities in a Transaction) can now be defined.
Rule1: If A and B are nodes in a choreography C, and <A,B> ∈ {Flow ∪ Trust} then
there must exist a path from A to B in C. Furthermore we observe that the
establishment of a commitment or contract must precede the cancellation of the same,
which gives rise to the following rule:
Rule 2: If A and B are nodes in a choreography C and A ∈ {Com ∪ Ctr} and B
∈ Can where B is cancelling the contract or commitment established by A, then there
must exist a path from A to B in C.3
Returning to the relationships between EconomicCommitment, EconomicContract
and EconomicEvent, as stated in [15], we observe that Economic Contracts are
subtypes of Agreements carrying Economic Commitments that some actual
economic exchange will be fulfilled in the future. Thus we identify the following rule:
Rule 3: If A and B are nodes in a choreography C and A ∈ {Com ∪ Ctr} and B
∈ Ful, where B is establishing the economic event that fulfils the commitment
established by A, then there must exist a path from A to B in C.
6.2

Inter collaboration sequencing

Sequencing of transactions make up business collaborations, which in their most basic
form are expressed as state charts over transactions. We now turn to the sequencing
within the next layer, i.e. between the business collaborations.
We will define two new partial orders based on the former defined Trust and Flow.
The signatures of the partial orders are given below where FulC, ConP, ConO and
BusiNeg refer to the sets of Fulfilment-, ContractProposal-, ContractOffer- and
Business Negotiation collaborations as defined above.
TrustC is a partial order over
{FulC ∪ ConP ∪ ConO ∪ BusiNeg} X {FulC ∪ ConP ∪ ConO ∪ BusiNeg}.

FlowC is a partial order over FulC X FulC.
3

A fulfilment transaction can be performed or not performed but it cannot be cancelled.
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Rule 4: If A and B are nodes in a choreography C, and <A,B> ∈ {TrustC ∪ FlowC},
then there should exist a path from A to B in C, i.e. when a trust or flow dependency
holds between the two collaborations A and B, A must precede B.
Rule 5: If A and B are nodes in a directed graph C, A ∈ BizNeg and B ∈ FulC, where
B is establishing the economic event(s) that fulfils the commitment(s) within a given
contract established by A, then there must exist a path from A to B in C, i.e. a
Fulfilment collaboration must supersede a Business Negotiation collaboration.
Rule 6: If A and B are nodes in a choreography C, A ∈ ConP and B ∈ ConO,
where A is the non legally binding negotiation about the terms to be established in B,
then there must exist a path from A to B in C, i.e., in a business negotiation, a contract
proposal comes before a contract offer.
Rule 7: If a transaction or collaboration pattern carry only pragmatic actions of type
<_, None, _>, i.e. where the ‘Action’ part of the pragmatic action triplet is equal to
‘None’, then these transactions and collaborations can be included optionally in any
collaboration irrespective of order.
Rules 1 - 7 can be used to guide and restrict the design of a choreography, i.e. give
suggestions for possible paths between different transactions, as well as sequences of
transactions, and rule out incorrect paths.

7

Concluding Remarks

Integrating process and business models poses a number of problems along several
dimensions. Differences in focus, abstraction level, and domain give rise to different
types of discrepancies that must be resolved. Process models may be seen as
describing the communicative world, in particular how agents establish and fulfils
obligations, while business models depict the social/institutional world where
economic relationships such as ‘ownership’ holds and actions such as transfer of
economic resources occurs.
The main contribution of this paper is a unified framework to facilitate the
integration of business models and process models in e-Commerce. The approach
suggested bridges the gap between the communicative aspects of a process model and
the social/institutional aspects of a business model. A key assumption of this approach
is that an enterprise can be viewed as a set of co-operating agents that establish,
modify, cancel and fulfil commitments and contracts. In carrying out these activities,
agents rely on so-called pragmatic acts (speech acts), which are actions that change
the universe of discourse when a speaker utters them and a recipient grasps them.
Besides facilitating process and business model integration, the proposed
framework offers several benefits:
Simplified Analysis and Design. It will be easier for business users to participate in
analysis and design if they are able to express themselves using concepts that have a
business meaning (like propose, declare, commit, cancel) instead of using technical
concepts like message structures and state machines. Furthermore, the specification of
a pragmatic action is simple, as it can be viewed as filling in a template.
Technology Independence. An approach based on pragmatic actions makes it
possible to abstract business semantic conversations out of technical messaging
protocols, so that pragmatic actions can be used with any technical collaboration
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protocol (UMM BCP [3], ebXML BPSS[2], BPEL4WS [5], etc). Thus, pragmatic
actions provide a clean interface to collaboration protocols.
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